**The Smart Evaluation App for SmartDrive**

**Setup**

**How to register:**
1. Open the Permobil Smart Evaluation App
2. Select “Sign Up” on the lower right corner
3. On the next screen, fill in the requested information

**NOTE:** Access and push notifications will differ based on user type.

**How to navigate:**
- Scroll through by swiping the screen
- Select item by tapping
- [...] indicates multiple pages to scroll
- Use \( \times \) to exit or return to previous screen

Managing your account allows you to choose language, view consents, & give app feedback. FAQ section will provide you with quick answers to commonly asked questions.

**Train, evaluate & document your clients’ results**

- Standardized training at your finger tips
- Evaluate client performance with & without SmartDrive
- Email compiled data for your LMN
- Track previous evals and trials

For more information visit permobilus.com/smart-evaluation
Device overview & videos

1. Stay connected
   - GIFs to help initiate and maintain connection
   - SmartDrive to PushTracker
   - PushTracker to PushTracker App
   - PushTracker to Smart Evaluation App

2. Stay updated
   - Receive notifications when firmware updates are released
   - Step by step instruction for completion of firmware updates
   - Update multiple devices at the same time

3. Settings
   - Easily adjust SmartDrive settings

Pairing Your PushTracker to Smart Evaluation App

Press and hold the right flat button on your PushTracker for three seconds to enter the settings menu.

Press the right button to scroll to the phone/PT icon.

Press the left raised button to initiate pairing.

Note: On some Android devices, while pairing, you might receive a message about an ‘incorrect PIN or Passkey’. As long as the PushTracker shows that it’s connected you can ignore this.

For the Smart Evaluation app to be able to see and connect to a SmartDrive, you must have the SmartDrive ON and power assist OFF / ‘SD Off’. If you have trouble, turn the SmartDrive OFF and then ON.

To connect the PushTracker to the Smart Evaluation app, you must have the app open on your phone, then press and release the right button on the PushTracker. This will either connect your PushTracker to your app or take you into the pairing settings of the PushTracker. After pairing, you will need

Adjusted default push detection settings and added ability to control push detection settings.
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